COLOURS

Our Flat Head colour ribbons have been developed on the basis of our current wax, wax/resin and resin qualities to suit a number of automatic identification and graphic applications, with similar printing performance than their equivalent black ribbons.
**Near / Corner Edge Technology**

**BLACK**

Application’s required level

- **Wax Resin**
  - Vellum paper
  - Matt coated paper
  - Glossy coated paper
  - Synthetic (PE, PP, PET...)
  - Specific (Polyimide, textile...)

**COLOURS**

Our Near/Corner Edge colour ribbons have been developed on the basis of our current wax/resin and resin qualities to suit a number of automatic identification and graphic applications, with similar printing performance than their equivalent black ribbons.

Application’s required level

- WHITE - AXR®600W
- BLUE - AXR®600B (286 C)
- GREEN - AXR®600G (Green C)
- RED - AXR®600R (192 C)

**WHITE EXTRA MECHANICAL RESISTANCES:**

- METALLIC WHITE - APX®650MW (877 C)
- SILVER - APR®6005V (Metallic Silver)
- ULTRA WHITE - APR®600UW
- GOLD - APR®600GD (Metallic Gold)
- CYAN - APR®600C (Process Cyan C)
- BLUE - APR®600B (Reflex Blue C)
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